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Pipe organ museum in Valley Palace in Upper Bavaria
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Old Palace Valley
Renovation and conversion
Graf-Arco-Str. 30
83626 Valley, Germany
eight construction stages since 1987,
support annex 2008,
continuing conversion measures

Building owner:

Dr. Johann Friedrich Sixtus Lampl
Culture and Organ Centre
Graf-Arco-Str. 30
83626 Valley, Germany
www.lampl-orgelzentrum.com

Architect:

various;
Büro Bergmann GmbH, Pfaffenhofen,
Germany (support annex, 2008),
Dipl.-Ing. E. Eng. Olivia Mayr,
Miesbach, Germany (continuing
conversion measures)

Technical planner:

Thomas Gerold GmbH,
83707 Bad Wiessee-Ringsee
www.gerold-gmbh.de

Copyright:
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• CHP fuel consumption:
168,566 kWh/a (for heat and electricity generation)
• Generated electricity: 38,106 kWh
• ecoPOWER 4.7 mini CHP
• ecoVIT gas condensing boiler
• calorMATIC 630/3 control system

The good feeling of doing the right thing.

The Old Palace Valley in the Upper Bavarian rural district of Miesbach was erected in the second half of the 12th
century and since then has undergone continuous conversions, expansions and renovations. Over the years the
estate, now listed as a historic monument, has grown to include several buildings, which since 2010 are supplied
by a new heating system from Vaillant in the form of a mini CHP unit and a gas condensing boiler to cover the peak
loads with heat and electricity.

Museum in historic monument
Since the Baroque period, the court and government building
erected in the 12th century has been called Old Palace Valley.
In the 16th century the main building of the estate, which is
now listed as a historic monument, was renovated in 1788
and expanded with a second oriel tower, a complete façade,
a central tower and a complementary wing. During its use as
an inn from 1848 to 1965 the central tower and the wing were
removed in 1896, which severely disturbed the structural
integrity of the remaining building. Before the historic walls
became totally dilapidated Dr. Sixtus Lampl purchased the
estate in 1987. At that time he worked as the chief curator
of the Bavarian Bureau for the Conservation of Historic
Monuments and was responsible for the care and maintenance
of historic pipe organs in Bavaria. In his efforts to save one of
these organs from being scrapped, Dr. Sixtus Lampl suddenly
became the owner. A place was not found for it, however,
until the purchase of the estate in Valley. That also laid the
foundation stone for the organ centre, which with about 60
pipe organs is presumably the world’s largest collection of this
type.

Over the years room had to be made for the growing organ
collection. In 1991 a historic barn from the Baroque period,
listed as a historic monument and featuring an artistically
decorated beam construction, was moved from a farm in
Oberdarching to the grounds of the old palace. It was also the
present owner who had a nearby sawmill building that was
scheduled to be torn down moved in 2002. The artistic roof
work of the Zollinger Hall from 1923 is based on the elegant
bracing of the diamond-shaped slat boards that support the
timbered vault. Due to the aesthetics of this room and the
outstanding acoustics, it was only natural that this building be
used for concerts and festivities. Today, the organ hall is on the
upper floor of the main building. The support annex of 2008
made necessary by structural weaknesses prevents the south
gable of the main building from collapsing. The annex houses
not only the museum shop, but also a two-storey atrium, the
entrance hall on the ground floor and a vestibule on the upper
floor, which is used for smaller exhibitions.

Power and heat supply for complex premises
For two decades the owner sought an economical, safe and comfortable heating system, since none of the previous concepts
was suitable for the complex requirements of the continuous changes and expansions in the estate. Due to positive
experiences with the robust technology and the high efficiency, a natural gas powered ecoPOWER 4.7 mini CHP from
Vaillant in combination with an ecoVIT gas condensing unit for peak utilisation was installed in 2010 by the heating and
air conditioning company Thomas Gerold GmbH in the cellar of the main building, which had been renovated in 1987. The
electricity generated by this system covers 90 percent of the power requirements of the entire estate. This proved to be
economical especially in view of the high consumption of the organ centre. In summer and autumn the heating requirements
for the entire estate are covered by the combined power and heat generation. Distributed over the entire year the mini CHP
unit generates about 26 percent of the total heat required. In addition, the costs for the electricity were reduced by 50 percent
compared to the old system. Since the mini CHP generates more than 40,000 kWh per year, but only 32,000 kWh are used
directly, the excess is sold.
Improved energy balance through renovation and refurbishing
The mini CHP supplies not only the main building, but also the surrounding buildings with heat and electricity. A swimming pool
used for therapeutic purposes is likewise heated year-round by the new system. Altogether, the system supplies three main
circuits and one secondary distribution system for the Zollinger Hall and one circuit for the swimming pool. An expensive central
control system for the new heating circuits was avoided by combining Vaillant Type VR 60/3 mixer modules. In combination
with a calorMATIC 630/3 controller this produces an easy-to-use control system. The heat is distributed to the buildings by
conventional radiators as well as panel heating systems in the floors and walls. A special wall heating system was installed in
parts of the main building and in the Zollinger Hall. Copper pipes installed under the plaster on the inside of the outer walls keep
the rooms at a comfortable temperature while preventing damage to the old walls from moisture.
Since the purchase in 1987 Dr. Sixtus Lampl has renovated and energetically refurbished the estate in eight construction stages.
Not only were the walls retrofitted with insulation and heating, but all inner wings of the oak windows in the old palace were fitted
with laminated glass, which reduces heat loss by 20 percent. In the future, expansion and renovation will continue to play an
important role in maintaining the historic estate.
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